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USA Stock Consideration Changes Report Expanded 

 

 

Investment Strategy 

Network improves Stock 

Consideration Change 

Report by adding a quick 

history and reason for 

stock consideration 

changes.  

 

. 

Several subscribers have sent in suggestions regarding the Stock 

Considerations Change Report. We appreciate suggestions and 

today, two of the suggestions have been incorporated into the 

report.  

Historically, the Changes report provided a table of stocks that 

have moved from one consideration category to another such as 

a move from Buy Watch to Buy, or from Sell to Hold. When the 

change was made, the report would be issued on that day and it 

replaced the previous report.  

Subscribers wanted us to add two data items. First, rather than 

just reporting the change on the day the change was made, 

subscribers wanted to see all of the changes that have taken 

place since the last full Consideration Report (monthly). This 

would provide a nice history between reports and would not 

require the subscriber to check every day for changes. Even 

though we want investors to check the site every day, we 

recognize that people are crushed for time and the idea of a brief 

recent change history would make checking for changes easier. 

 

9/7/2018 

 Added to List Reason for Change 
BUY 
 

  

BUY WATCH 
 

Lam Research [LRCX] Moved into UnderValue 

HOLD Plantronics [PLT] 
Scientific Games [SGMS] 

Syneos Health [SYNH] 
 

Returned to FairValue range from OverValue 
Returned to FairValue range from OverValue 
Returned to FairValue range from OverValue 

SELL WATCH 
 

Donaldson Co [DCI] 
nVent Electric [NVT] 

 

Moved into OverValue 
New to index, price very high 

SELL 
 

Bel Fuse [BELFB] 
Ciena Corp [CIEN] 

Delphi Technologies [DLPH] 
Genesco [GCO] 

Neogen Corp [NEOG] 
Dave & Buster’s [PLAY] 
TJX Companies [TJX] 

United Continental [UAL] 
Zebra Tech [ZBRA] 

 

Made turn down from Sell Watch 
Made turn down from Sell Watch 
New to index, price high, made turn down 
Made turn down from Sell Watch 
Made turn down from Sell Watch 
Made turn down from repeated Sell Watch 
Made turn down from Sell Watch 
Made turn down from Sell Watch 
Made turn down from Sell Watch 
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Second, there was a suggestion that we provide a quick reason for the change in the stock’s consideration 

category. This has been added to the table in the rightmost column. Several common changes are: 

1. When the stock first goes into undervaluation it becomes a Buy Watch consideration. 

2. When a stock starts to return to fair value after being undervalued we will mark it for 

consideration to Buy. (This does not mean you should buy the stock right now, but you may wish 

to consider it for purchase. You may also wish to check the stock’s ranking and earnings 

estimates shown in the GC (Global Comparison) view and the ranking sliders in the AC 

(American Comparison) view to gather more information.) 

3. When a stock moves above 90% Fv after being considered a Buy, the stock will become a Hold as 

the opportunity to gain in value has diminished. It has not gone away, that is why it becomes a 

Hold. But, the high probability of a gain has been reduced. 

The tables are organized by date with the most recent at the top of the Change report. In the example 

above the table is for September 7th, 2018. 
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These are just some of the reasons a stock moves from Buy to Sell and all of the points in-between. For a 

more detailed description please refer to the discussion in How To Use ISN.  


